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  the	
  Future	
  of	
  
Insurance	
  is	
  on	
  the	
  	
  
Blockchain…	
  

SmartLedger	
  Insurance	
  Consortium	
  (SLIC)	
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A	
  Global	
  Distributed	
  Ledger	
  for	
  Insurance	
  
The	
  insurance	
  sector	
  cannot	
  afford	
  to	
  be	
  slow	
  to	
  adopt	
  Blockchain	
  
Technologies…	
  Ignoring	
  Distributed	
  Ledger	
  Technology	
  would	
  be	
  
equivalent	
  to	
  Corporate	
  Suicide.	
  All	
  businesses	
  need	
  a	
  strategy…	
  

This white paper describes the next generation of technologies for Insurance,
Reinsurance and Capital Markets based on Distributed Ledger Technology. It
outlines how we work together collaboratively to support the Insurance market to
come to terms with and deliver Blockchain solutions…	
  
There is a systemic issue at the heart of
Insurance that is created by a legacy System
of Record that gets in the way of sharing
information that creates broad mistrust
between participants in the market, requiring
broad oversight by Regulators and other
central authorities (Lloyds).
The Insurance sector has had to create
products that can cover the expenses and
pay for the inefficiencies of a broader
insurance network where 90% of products is
sold via third parties who sign up end
customers.

The Insurance sector is slow to adopt new
technology and remains vulnerable to those
who adopt Blockchain and can achieve
significant cost and efficiency advantages.
SmartLedger consortium offers Insurers the
opportunity to get on the front foot and
respond to the competitive Blockchain
agenda.
In a Blockchain world first mover advantage
matters…
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A clear purpose: “to help the
Insurance community reduce
financial risk, protect against losses
and eliminate underlying costs
through the deployment of
Blockchain technologies”…
	
  
A new Infrastructure for a new Insurance world
is required as today’s insurance value chain is
slow, expensive and inflexible.
Customer experiences remain poor throughout
the many level of insurance, as most products
are design to benefit the insurer to fit with
distribution rather than for the benefit of the
end customer.
Costly intermediaries add time friction costs
adding extra administrative layers and where
there is questionable added value.
Unreliable data passing between participants
requires armies of back office staff to check
and re-check because the information is not
trusted sitting on mutable databases.
The industry has generally failed to work
together to combat fraud or potential fraud
that also makes the claims process slower and
more complex than need be.

The financial services sector
spends at least $2trillion on
operating costs and expenses of
which $160billion in Insurance
operating costs….	
  

Fintech new entrants are chipping away at the
traditional Insurance heartland introducing new
Peer 2 Peer business models and an
increasingly interconnected world of driverless
cars, intelligent supply chains and the threat of
cyber liability continues to change the
Insurance landscape…
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“What would be the impact of a competitor coming to market with a
50% price advantage, the issue is when…6, 12 or 24 months as many
are working on Blockchain solutions”… SmartLedger Labs
	
  
Blockchain Distributed Ledger Technology is
a rapidly maturing technology moving
towards mainstream adoption is already
reshaping industry sectors. At its core is a
secure Peer 2 Peer network, an immutable
record and efficient financial rail that offers
significant flexibility with which to build new
efficient business models that are secure and
trustworthy.
The focus is to replace the legacy System of
Record where each participant (sector layer)
holds an often incomplete duplicate set of
information about the transaction, the
Insuree, the underlying asset and contractual
terms. A model born of zero trust and where
centrally held information remains vulnerable.
The consortium is a mutualisation of effort
model where SmartLedger and members
collaborate, share effort and knowledge to
improve efficiency and reduce underlying
costs between participants (as competitors) in
a joint effort to improve the performance of
market. Making an investment in Blockchain
technologies and testing strategies.

Smart Ledger Consortium provides
essential resources, knowledge and
learning for Insurers….
The consortium is a community that
collaborates to create, build and deploy new
industry operating models. It provides
thought leadership and thinking to provoke

new ideas to prototypes to test new ways to
solve industry challenges and specific business
problems. A focus to build and test Smart
Contracts that deliver advanced automated
business logic to eliminate non value added
tasks and activities across insurance services,
brokers, intermediaries and the sales of
products.
	
  

Spot light on Insurance
The Insurance industry currently spends 10%
to 15% of premium income on Claims
handling, loses 5% of Fraud and suffers from a
general lack of transparency. It remains slow to
respond to claims and low level of trust further
erodes profitability and returns.
The traditional insurance value chain of
product management, marketing, sales and
distribution, underwriting, policy services and
claims management is now in the spotlight
and seen as largely inefficient and not able to
support the future of insurance as a protection
and lifestyle support service wrapper.
	
  

Blockchain in combination with other
technologies not only delivers architectural
change but an opportunity for greater
automation and innovation that can lower
costs by as much as 50%. Insurance is seen as
a perfect for Blockchains inherent capabilities
to deliver data provenance, faster more 	
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reliable claims handling via an accurate
register of all assets, the automation of policy
enforcement, leading to better fraud
protection reducing risk and exposure.

in response to events triggering automation
processes that includes policy renewal,
arranging additional cover or starting the
claims process.

Blockchain has moved beyond the ‘hype’
with many Use Cases moving out of proof of
Concepts and Labs.

Blockchain implementations focus on the revalidation of the Parties (Insuree) through
Identity, Ownership of things and codifying
transaction (policy conditions, risk and
premium). Delivering transparency on all
matters on risk as an immutable starting
point, a Digital Registry. Quickly followed by
the tagging of physical assets that include
telematics in cars, sensors on art and digital
fingerprinting and BIO signatures on
everything.

Large organisations have continued to adopt
Blockchain and invested in building teams
and forging close links with Blockchain
businesses to get access to knowledge;
develop, test and build prototypes that can
be scaled and deployed with the potential to
massively disrupt markets.
Blockchain is a technology that will play an
increasingly significant role in Insurance and
Capital Markets will reach deployment
maturity by 2020. New business operating
models will continue to redefine how
products and services are delivered to, and
consumed by customers.

Skills & Resources are
becoming scarce…
“Blockchain is the most important Computer
Science event ever” says Marc Andreessen,
Partner at Andreessen Horowitz

It unlocks the power of computing and the
Internet in new ways. It is a destructive and
pervasive technology that can deliver a
significant price and competitive advantage
for early adopters who fully embrace it.
For Insurance the Business logic is
embedded in Smart Transactions monitors
policy conditions and signals changes
	
  

A new layer of distributed applications
(Dapps) comprising interlinked Smart
Contracts (transactions) linking with external
resources and off chain resources and other
Smart Contracts, automate the monitoring
and execution policy terms, issuing and
updating of policy documentation, handle
and manage renewals, automatic claims and
payments and handling updates to the
Ledger of Everything.
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Smart Contracts is the key, the secret sauce to create the
next generation of Insurance business models that deliver a
10x improvement in customer experience at half the cost…
Insurance Smart Contracts contain the
business rules that enforce policy terms
and deliver high degrees of automation.
The terms of the relationship between the
Insuree and Insurer are written to the
Blockchain ledger that is time and date
stamped (hashed) and cannot be
changed.
The active software code (smart
transaction) sits on the Blockchain
monitoring the terms of the agreement,
actively collects information and links to
other data source. Smart Contracts exists
in layers, linking together to perform key
functions.

Smart Contracts will verify (trigger) events
collect information (evidence) relating to a loss
and handle core processes. The Blockchain
ledger contains secure historical information as
a chain of custody allowing complex
transactions to be created/built as distributed
applications.
They will replace the current Insurance model
as Smart Contracts are deployed to handle
core processes, run functions, manage
departments and automate business units.
Trusted, reliable, efficient and autonomous…

Diagram – current state to new state assumptions
Source: WEF Future Financial Services Infrastructure 2016.	
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Two third of Insurance staff in the
UK are deployed on non value
add admin activities, can be
replaced by Blockchain and other
technologies…
Blockchain delivers:
“A new generation of
insurance products will
emerge connected to the
programmable world
through embedded sensors
that identify, monitor and
detect changes to the
physical world of the
insured”
Nick	
  Ayton	
  
SmartLedger.io	
  

Of the 334,000 people
working in Insurance
in the UK – 219,700
are emp loyed in
adm inistrative services
such as broking and
3rd party services.
Source ABI 2016

	
  

•

Simplify Operations – delayering of non value
added activities and market participants (friction)

•

Regulatory Reporting – automating standard
reporting compliance, giving regulators a monitoring
role

•

Cla ims Management – automation of claims
processes based on event triggers

•

Fraud Identification – early identification of fraud,
activities based on constant monitoring and
identifying trends and behaviours

•

Policy Servicing – event matching to policy terms,
enforcement and elimination of (semi) manual policy
administration

•

New Product Issuance – rapid prototyping and
deployment of new insurance products engineered to
deliver 10x customer experience at half the cost

•

CX Enhancement – Smart Insurance Wallet
technology to support bid/offer marketing and
lifestyle support

•

IoT Sensors – connecting the ledger to the
programmable physical world using Smart Contracts
for identity and protecting asset value – as the Ledger
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The future state of P&C Claims processing may already
be here…	
  

The Insuree communicates with Insurer (via BoT) to initiate a Claim, and/or Asset Sensor starts
claims process. A series of Smart Contracts initiate checks to validate the parties, claimant
(Insuree) has paid premium, cover is available and previous claim history communicating with offchain resources as oracles and legacy systems.
Loss information is collected, supplied by sensor, through Wallet placing information into the
workflow the Smart Contract now controls. The policy rules are applied to the core information to
deliver a Yes / No output, leading to auto payment if the claim is successful. The claims process
becomes simpler, faster and more streamlined, speeding up information exchange between the
key participants, in this example as data sources and non voting nodes.
Fraud is quickly identified as Smart Contracts rapidly assess all on grid and off chain data sources
and can request additional information and inputs via the Smart Wallet that can include Biometric
and other rich data. Compared to policy conditions and initial proposal declarations. Identity
graphs deliver an additional layer of fraud detection and asset provenance,
Smart Transactions as active software create the necessary links with other parties, data sources
and most important other Smart Contracts that run the business logic and conform to the
operating processes to support that individual claim.
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SmartLedger smart contract libraries work from a reliable registry
of transactions, history and policy information as a trusted
immutable record.
The tokenization of asset value provides
public visibility, supporting the automation of
the business logic, something that not all
Blockchain consensus models can deliver...
	
  
Proof of Identity
• Shared across participants
• Agents/broker contracts and commissions
monitored and tracked
• Smart Insurance Wallets that drive new
revenue opportunities
• IoT monitoring location, condition, usage
and initial declaration

Un de rwriting
• Third party data validation
• Life styling visibility through oracles
• Golden Source – registry
• Trust – reliable reference data
Policy
• Execute policy conditions
• Enforcement of terms
• Premiums and Collections
• Renewals and Payments
• Third Party Settlements
Claim s
• Fraud monitoring and identification
• Automation based on events
• Automate claims and recovery
	
  

SmartLedger.io	
  is	
  a	
  Top	
  30	
  most	
  important	
  Blockchain	
  
business	
  	
  with	
  SmartLedger	
  Labs	
  a	
  leading	
  developer	
  of	
  
Smart	
  Contracts…	
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Next Steps for the Industry - as Insurance faces
uncertainty in the shadow of Blockchain…
	
  
Work on prototyping: everyone agrees Blockchain Distributed
Ledger Technology will bring enormous benefits to Insurance; as
both an opportunity and threat. But how long do you have before
someone in your market arrives with a 50% price advantage…
	
  
Innovation matters: The Insurance sector has been slow to
adopt new technologies. But this time it is different. Working with
specialist Blockchain businesses and development Labs offer a
fantastic opportunity to understand and learn from experts who
have the knowledge…

Consortiums: It is time the Insurance sector worked together to
solve industry issues and challenges. Consortiums offer the
opportunity to work together to solve industry issues and share
market information so that reliable data sources can be created that

Industry solution: New operating models on the Blockchain will
emerge quickly. It is important market participants collaborate and
work together to eliminate Fraud and defend against Cyber
attacks…

Regulation matters: although the premise of distributed ledger
technology is a Peer 2 Peer network where consensus is delivered
without a central body. There is a great opportunity to deliver
transparency of information to all stakeholders so that market wide
Trust can be available…
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  SmartLedger Technology delivers a new Insurance
Operating Model piece by piece… 	
  

Conclusion
There are significant savings to be made by embracing Blockchain and other technologies.
Insurance is a natural fit for Distributed Ledger Technologies. Policy management and Claims
Management are an obvious place to begin offering opportunities for a high degree of
automation and where standard business logic can be applied.
It is often difficult for management teams to agree a strategy and way forward for handling
Blockchain which is why the benefits of joining a consortium cannot be ignored. Working with
other insurers and specialist Blockchain experts, sharing knowledge and know-how can deliver
immediate benefits and insights into how Blockchain can be deployed to take cost out and
deliver a next generation Insurance Operating Model.

On this occasion it is far better to be in the tent than outside…
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Nick	
  Ayton	
  has	
  been	
  immersed	
  in	
  Blockchain	
  Technologies	
  since	
  2012	
  and	
  is	
  
a	
  frequent	
  speaker	
  at	
  Blockchain	
  Events	
  and	
  writes	
  many	
  articles.	
  	
  
	
  
A	
  specialist	
  at	
  Blockchain	
  Operating	
  Models	
  he	
  has	
  a	
  background	
  in	
  
Computer	
  Scienece,	
  had	
  8	
  technology	
  starts	
  up	
  and	
  served	
  in	
  senior	
  roles	
  at	
  
CSC,	
  CapGemini,	
  Siemens.	
  In	
  2013	
  he	
  designed	
  a	
  Self	
  Service	
  Fintech	
  Pension	
  
Platform	
  and	
  most	
  recently	
  is	
  involved	
  with	
  SmartLedger	
  a	
  leading	
  and	
  Top	
  
30	
  most	
  important	
  Blockchain	
  business.	
  
	
  
Nick	
  is	
  a	
  regular	
  keynote	
  speaker	
  and	
  author.	
  Most	
  recently	
  speaking	
  at	
  
Blockchain	
  Party	
  in	
  Turkey	
  7	
  -‐	
  9	
  October	
  2016.	
  He	
  is	
  booked	
  to	
  speak	
  at	
  
leading	
  Industry	
  Events	
  including:	
  Quantech	
  Conference	
  in	
  London	
  3	
  -‐	
  5	
  
November	
  and	
  Chain	
  Conference	
  in	
  London	
  5	
  -‐	
  6	
  December	
  2016.	
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